
3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processor
5G Stand Alone Core

The communications industry is at the beginning of an architectural shift to the 5G Stand Alone (SA) Core. As two-thirds of 
operators will have begun 5G SA Core deployments by the end of 2021,1 decisions are being made today that will shape their 
networks for years to come. To optimize competitiveness, these operators will need to cost-effectively scale their networks for 
massive growth in data volumes, the variety of user equipment (UE) and applications. As this growth continues, the increased 
services and functional requirements will place more demand on the complex 5G core network.

To address this demand and complexity, cloud-native 5G networks are the emerging norm and build on a decade of progress 
toward the industry’s use of standards-based servers and network function virtualization. It is expected that more than 80 
percent of core network workloads will be virtualized by 2024.2 Today, Rakuten is making history by building a cloud-native 
fully virtualized end-to-end network in Japan.

As communications service providers (CoSPs) deploy highly distributed, cloud-native 5G infrastructure in a multi-vendor 
environment with a service-based architecture and web-based APIs, User Plane Function (UPF) performance and security 
are top considerations on the minds of 5G core architects and decision makers. Intel is enabling the 5G ecosystem with the 
continued development of technologies, techniques, and standards to deliver flexible performance and security for the  
5G SA Core.

Flexible Performance for Core Network Transformation
By deploying the 5G Core UPF in software on Intel processor-based servers, operators can then apply processing power 
anywhere in the network to workloads that need it. Flexible performance available across the network is important to deliver 
on the benefits of cloud-native technologies for wireless services.

Intel builds on its many years of 
enablement for cloud and network 
transformation with dramatic UPF 
performance gains that can be achieved 
by using the 3rd Generation Intel Xeon 
Scalable processor and Intel Ethernet 
Network Adapters, as illustrated in 
Figure 1. The latest platform delivers 
1.42x more throughput per processor,3 
supporting a given number of 
subscribers with fewer servers. These 
performance increases provide multiple 
benefits to operators, including the 
ability to offer exciting new services 
with extremely low jitter and latency 
while also reducing the infrastructure 
footprint, which can lower TCO. 

Workload Brief

For most wireless network operators, building out the 5G Core is a central part of the larger 
transition of their networks to a cloud-native environment. 3rd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable 
processors provide high performance and enhanced security to provide a strong technology 
foundation for network core workloads.

Breakthrough Performance and  
Hardened Security for the 5G Core

Figure 1. A 1.42x performance increase in UPF throughput per processor over 
predecessor platforms.3
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• 3rd Generation Intel Xeon Scalable processors offer 
high scalability for flexible, cost-efficient 5G Core 
implementations, with a wide range of core counts, 
frequencies, and power levels. The platform’s balanced, 
scalable architecture dramatically increases per-core 
performance, memory subsystem performance, and I/O 
bandwidth relative to its predecessors, to accelerate UPF 
workloads and optimize capacity per node. The set of 
SKUs available ranges from 8 to 40 powerful cores, with 
L1 caches up to 48 KB (50 percent larger than the previous 
generation). The processor also features enhanced 
acceleration for crypto processing, which increases 
throughput for encrypted data.

• Intel Ethernet Network Adapter E810 provides network 
I/O that complements the 3rd Generation Intel Xeon 
Scalable processor’s advances. The adapter uses PCI 
Express Gen4 for improved bandwidth to the system board, 
and network throughput is up to 100 Gbps per adapter 
port. The programmable packet-processing pipeline can be 
optimized in real time for specific workloads using Dynamic 
Device Personalization (DDP) to improve packet-processing 
efficiency and throughput. 

Major stride in Security for 5G Core  
With the inherent distributed nature of 5G, security is a much 
more important consideration than in previous generations. 
A greater number of functions must communicate with 
each other across the 5G Service-Based Architecture (SBA), 
including third-party software applications. If the security 
of any one of these applications or network functions is 
compromised, the entire 5G Core infrastructure may be 
exposed. In addition, 5G deployments must support the 
interaction of vertical industries with deployments that could 
extend from on-premise enterprise infrastructure to the 
public cloud, requiring end-end security.

Intel Software Guard Extensions (Intel SGX) is central to 
providing cryptographic workload isolation and integrity 
protection in systems based on 3rd Generation Intel Xeon 
Scalable processors. The technology creates protected 
execution enclaves that isolate and protect application code 
and data while in use. Because the trust boundary surrounds 
only the enclave, Intel SGX dramatically reduces the potential 
attack surface, as illustrated in Figure 2.

3rd Generation Intel Xeon Scalable 
Processor Improvements
For packet-processing workloads:

• 42% average performance gains4

•  Up to 45% memory bandwidth improvement5

•  PCI Express Gen4  
(2X bandwidth over Gen3)6

Figure 2. Shrinking the attack surface with Intel SGX.
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1 Omeda/IHS operator survey 2019.
2  Source: 50%/>80% of core network deployments virtualized (Dell’Oro Report, Jan 20).
3 Performance varies by use, configuration and other factors. See [91] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config.
4  Performance varies by use, configuration and other factors. See [125] at www.intel.com/3gen-xeon-config.
5  Based on 8 memory-channel running at up to 3200 MT/s on 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processor vs 6 memory-channels running at up to 

2933 MT/s on 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors].
6  Based on PCIe 4.0 at 16 GT/s transfer rate compared to PCIe 3.0 at 8 GT/s transfer rate.
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Cryptographic acceleration on the 3rd Generation Intel Xeon Scalable processor using vector AES instructions enables high-
performance secure communications using protections such as IPSec. This capability is valuable to protect communications 
between non-secure distributed UPF locations to the central 5G Core CoSP network infrastructure.

Intel collaborates with hardware and software makers to enable their products to take advantage of the hardware-enhanced 
security measures built into the 3rd Generation Intel Xeon Scalable processor. Some examples of use cases and capabilities 
that require greater security in 5G Core are shown below and addressed by the latest Intel technology:

• Confidential Service Based Architecture (SBA) via secure enclaves that can store private keys used between virtual 
functions.  

• Increased cryptographic performance via a set of new processor instructions provides flexibility without the need for 
dedicated accelerators.

• More secure user equipment authentication in the face of 5G’s dramatic increase and diversity of endpoints help protect 
subscriber confidentiality in secure enclaves.

• Better-protected application authentication between vertical industries and the 5G Core, by exchanging keys for validation 
within secure enclave.

• Enhanced lawful intercept (LI) across the highly distributed 5G network protects the computations required to achieve 
regulatory compliance even for LI conducted at the network edge.

• More-assured integrity of billing information with an audit trail for all software that accesses the core detail records (CDRs) 
used in billing and charging.

Conclusion
The historic buildout of the 5G SA Core includes the transition to cloud-native technologies and general purpose servers.  
The breakthrough performance and hardware-enabled security built into the 3rd Generation Intel Xeon processor enables  
the cost-effective, scalable deployment of the 5G Core, which is foundational to bring forth the full benefits of 5G. 

Learn how Intel is accelerating 5G network transformation at www.intel.com/5g
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